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“African languages were socially constructed
as part of the ‘invention’ of Africa (Mudimbe,
1988). If African languages are ‘inventions’,
then indigenous African languages are
historical products and, therefore, a result of
prolonged interaction between colonialists
and Africans. In fact, if indigenous languages
are a by product of continuous and prolonged
interaction, then, ironically, powerful
advocacy of indigenous languages is a re‐
inscription, of the colonial mentality they are
seekingto challenge and undermine. “
(B. Makoni 2013: 91)
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Multiple visions of writing

(Trans)languaging vs. writing
languages: Moussa Travelé
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The (post)colonial verdict
Who is the
reader?

Who has the
authority to
judge?

“à vrai dire, le lecteur ne peut
vraiment tirer profit que des
traductions françaises et l‘abrégé de
droit coutoumier bambara et
malinké. Quant aux textes bambaras,
ils sont notes d’une manière telle
qu’ils sont quasiment illisibles à
moins de s’astreindre à un pénible
decryptage. L’auteur a en effet écrit
sa language comme il l’entendait
certes, mais dans les strictes limites
des conventions de l’orthopgraphe
française.” (Houis 1978: 128)

Why is the
text deemed
illegible?

The (post)colonial solution:
standard languages
Who created
these
orthographies?
Who reads and
writes them
today?
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Unrecognised, yet persisting writing

Existing grassroots literacies in Africa mostly follow a “lead
language” model (Lüpke and Bao‐Dipp 2014, Lüpke 2017), i.e.
they are language‐independent.
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Letting go of the notion of language areas
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Wolof

The Crossroads corpus

• 101 hours of transcribed, translated and
participant‐ and language‐tagged speech
• 211 participants
• 20 identified languages

French
Chart: Abbie Hantgan

Crossroads transcription of multilingual discourse
Jóola Kujireray Baïnounk Gubëeher French Wolof
Line Text

Translation

Participant

1

acingi acingi

il est sorti, il est sorti

Antoine

2

ihokoro ajiiba

je vais beaucoup gagner

Isidore

3

uruk gahuy boneh nini bimbeŋ si quelqu’un avait pris (…)
bëlbaf

Alian

4

an mi mehun gumehun nah
mes six kart

et que je mette mes six
cartes

Alian

5

angu suwe Alian neh ajiba
balób

maintenant joue Alian
comme il parle trop

Isidore

6

claude

Claude

7

naam

oui

Juliette
Biagui
Claude

8

añ

déjeuner

9

waw magi ñów

d’accord j’arrive

Juliette
Biagui
Claude

Observed
communi‐
cative
event
during a
card game
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A selection of languages spoken in two
villages in Casamance

French (Romance)
Kriolu (Portuguese‐based)
Mandinka (Mande)
Bambara (Mande)

Pozdniakov & Segerer (forthcoming)

The UNESCO definition of
literacy
'a literate person is one who
can, with understanding,
both read and write a short
simple statement on his or
her everyday life.'

Question: how can we break with
colonial ideas of language and take
existing grassroots practice seriously?
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Ways to move forward
•Acknowledge all places as heterogenous
•Replace outdated “two solitudes” models
with “(trans)languaging ones
•Take inspirations from existing reading
and writing practices
•Incorporate and adapt local practices and
perspectives
•Question Northern language ideologies
underpinning our entire thinking about
languages

Language‐independent writing following
the LILIEMA method
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LILIEMA uses the official alphabet of
languages of Senegal

It provides a foundation for standard literacies,
should these be implemented.
19

LILIEMA is as mono‐ or multilingual
as the teaching situation requires

The words and illustrations for
two objects in Joola (Kujireray).

Gap text with words in three
languages: Wolof, Creole and
Joola.
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Overcoming colonial borders
<Diamé>

<Jammeh>

<Jame>

Spellings of the family name /ɟamɛ/ in different
postcolonial nation states of the area

Overcoming the need to choose
one language
French

Manjak

Translocal contexts

Joola Fogny

Mandinka

Bayot

Creole

Pulaar

Wolof

Lébou

Official contexts, including schools

Pepel

Bassari
Seereer

Mënik

Mancagne

Gujaher
Soninké

Maninka

Local contexts

Kujireray

Gubëeher

Keerak
…

Niominka
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Catering for mobile learners
• Inhabitants of regions
with high linguistic
diversity adapt their
repertoires throughout
their life, based on their
trajectories.
• Teaching only one local
language would lock
them in the local sphere.
• LILIEMA makes skills
transferable.
Alpha Naby Mane learned Gujaher and Mandinka at home, Creole,
Joola and Wolof in Ziguinchor and French at school and in France.

Catering for fostered children
• A high proportion of
children are fostered in
and out.
• In situations of high
linguistic diversity, these
children need to adapt
to in very different
linguistic environments.
• Teaching a local
language gives them
skills that can’t be
transferred to new
contexts.
Yombe (left) was fostered in from Guinea Bissau at the age of 5.
Marianne (second to the left) now lives with her mother in Dakar.
Pros (right) was fostered out to Dakar at the age of 4.
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Catering for mobile women
• Women often marry into
new communities and are
not represented in the
“ethnic” imaginations of
these places.
• In situations of high
linguistic diversity, they
have to learn the
languages of their new
environment.
• They are often excluded
from formal education or
have been schooled in a
different country.
Jacqueline Biai married into Agnack. She grew up in Guinea Bissau where
she learnt Gujaher, Creole, Mandinka and Fula. She also speaks Wolof.
She did not attend school and is now informally learning French.

Valorising local and regional
knowledge
• The language and
curriculum of formal
education has no
connection to local
culture and everyday
life.
• LILIEMA valorises local
and regional
knowledge.
Women at a soap‐making workshop in Agnack who actively demanded for
help in being able to write down recipes. The women come from all over
Casamance and speak ca. 10 languages between them.
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Valorising multilingualism and peaceful
co‐existence in (post‐)conflict areas
• Casamance is
experiencing great
population movement
due to the Guinea Bissau
independence war and
the Casamance conflict.
• LILIEMA valorises the
multilingual character of
places and the
longstanding tradition of
integrations strangers,
including refugees.

The NGO Usuforal lobbying in
Joola for overcoming ethnic
conflicts, ignoring the actual
make‐up of the population of
Agnack.

Supporting basic literacy in
languages the learners know
• Teachers are aware of the
great cognitive difficulties
faced by children who learn
literacy and numeracy at the
same time as the language
of instruction.
• They welcome LILIEMA as
formally recognising the
languaging approaches they
already informally use in the
classroom.
Alida came to Agnack as a foster child 2 years ago. She has little
occasion to speak Bayot, her L1, is still learning Gujaher and Creole,
speaks a little Wolof and is now exposed to French at school.
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Creating spaces for small
languages
• Speakers of locally
confined languages want
their languages
recognised, but have little
actual use for exclusively
writing them because of
the limited reach of the
local.
• By not forcing the choice
of either a local language
or a lingua franca,
LILIEMA opens a space in
which all languages can
co‐exist.

Complementing standard and non‐
standard language cultures
Mandinka
Wolof

Pulaar

French
Ajami
LILIEMA
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Structure of the LILIEMA programme
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Two levels
Admission test for
students with literacy
experience
Level 1
Read and write
(lists) of words.
Read and write
names and phone
numbers.

38 weeks

Learning
goals

Level 2
Read and write
short procedural
texts (recipes,
route descriptions,
messages, letters,
accounts).

Structure and progression level 1
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Work sheets level 1
Teachers have a manual
explaining exercise types
and pedagogical approach

Student and teacher work sheets level 2

Teachers have a
worksheet with
instructions
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Next steps
Partner with or found an
NGO to establish and
expand LILIEMA
Develop level 3 for
teacher training

Finalise teaching materials

Continue and evaluate
pilot in two villages

Conclusion: LILIEMA offers literacy for
sustainable development
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LILIEMA and the SDGs
SDG 4: Ensure inclusive and
equitable quality education and
promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all.
SDG 5: Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls.

LILIEMA includes all
learners and is linked to
their lived experiences.
LILIEMA accounts for the
often different trajectories
and repertoires of women.

SDG 8: Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth,
full and productive employment and
decent work for all.

LILIEMA caters for the
needs of participants in
the informal economy.

SDG 16: Promote peaceful and
inclusive societies for sustainable
development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective,
accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels.

LILIEMA promotes
diversity and
multilingualism as a
resource rather than as an
obstacle to civic
participation.
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Patrimonial identity and language in the
Lower Casamance
Landlords:
descendants of the
(remembered)
founding clan

Landlords

Strangers

Landlords have
land rights and
can receive
strangers

Patrimonial language associated with landlords of
a place; strangers don’t claim this language, even
if they speak it. Over time, strangers can become
landlords of their new dwellings.
Brooks 1993; Lüpke 2016

Territorialised languages based on
selective ideologies

(Male)
descendants
of founders

In‐married
women

Strangers
(historically
including
slaves/captives)
Fostered
children

Many inhabitants of a place are ideologically erased
from representing it; others are iconized (Irvine & Gal
2000, Gal 2016, Irvine 2016)
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Categorical vs. relational
indexicality
Categorical

Relational

Ubos/anyalen
Muslim
Ujaher
Jóola
Christian
Baïnounk
Mandinka
Good & Di Carlo forthcoming; Lüpke 2013, 2016, 2017, forthcoming c
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